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VI..U, SIVA, AND KALIDASA:
REFERENCES TO THE DIVINITIES

IN THE MEGHADUTA

Danielle Feller, Université de Lausanne

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

Abstract

In Kalidasa’s famous lyrical poem, the Meghaduta, the most frequently mentioned divinities are

Siva and Vi..u, along with their avataras, family members and attendants. The two gods appear in
the context of geographical or mythological references, and in comparisons. Even though they are

cited practically an equal number of times, their functions in the poem are in quite a contrast:

Vi..u is connected to the past, to the rasa of love in separation especially in the form of Rama)

and never appears as a contextual character in the narrative. Siva, on the contrary, is about to be

met in person by the cloud, he appears as a present, even ubiquitous deity, and, in the company of
his wife, is connected to the rasa of love in union. Furthermore, Siva unlike Vi..u) also appears

in devotional contexts, the cloud being requested by the exiled yak.a to worship the god and his

family in various shrines on its way to the Himalaya. This last point seems to confirm the usual

contention that Kalidasa was a Sivaite.

1. Introduction

Kalidasa, the most famous of Indian poets, and his celebrated lyrical poem, the

Meghaduta,1 are both well-known, and hardly need an introduction. Kalidasa
probably lived during the early Gupta era, and “was born about 400 A.D. in the

city of Ujjayini the modern Ujjain), a city he describes lovingly in the

Meghaduta.” Lienhard 1984: 115). It it generally accepted that he was “a devout
worshipper of Siva, though by no means a narrow-minded sectarian.” See Kale
1969: ix). 2 Kalidasa’s religious affinities and affiliations have mostly been

1 KALE, 1969: vii, classifies the Meghaduta under the category of kha..a-kavyas short

poems) and calls it “the crest-jewel of Kha..a-Kavyas” 1969: viii). It further falls into the

sub-category of sandesakavyas or dutakavyas messenger-poems), of which it is the most

famous and oldest extant example, though probably not the first see LIENHARD, 1984: 113–

114).

2 See also LIENHARD, 1984: 115, who writes that Kalidasa was a “Sivaite Brahman”.
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studied in his mahakavyas, the Raghuva.sa and the Kumarasa.bhava.3 In this
paper, I propose to examine what is the state of affairs in the Meghaduta, and to

analyse the Meghaduta from the perspective of its references to the divinities of
Hinduism.

A cursory reading of the poem reveals that the gods most often alluded to

are Vi..u and Siva, along with their families, attendants, avataras4 or manifestations.

They are mentioned in the following verses the references are given to

Kale 1969): Purvamegha: 1.1 V) 5 ; 1.7 S) 6 ; 1.12 V); 1.15 V); 1.36 S);

1.37 S); 1.39 S); 1.46 S); 1.47 S); 1.49 V); 1.52 V); 1.53 S); 1.55 S);

1.58 S); 1.59 S); 1.60 V); 1.61 S); 1.62 V); 1.63 S).7 Uttaramegha: 2.14
S); 2.40 V); 2.41 V); 2.50 V); 2.53 S). This does not mean, of course, that

the other gods are completely absent: some of them are mentioned, but they play
a very minor role to say the least.8 We will therefore not dwell on them here, but
concentrate on Vi..u and Siva’s respective roles in the poem. A preliminary
remark concerning these two – of course major – gods of Hinduism is that they
are used quite contrastively by the author of the Meghaduta, and they fulfill
quite different functions in the poem. Symptomatic of this is the fact that they
are never mentioned together in one and the same verse; and since each verse of
the Meghaduta entirely composed in the “slow moving” mandakranta metre),

3 See esp. HILLEBRANDT, 1921 / GHOSAL, 1971, the chapter entitled “Kalidasa’s Philosophy
and Belief”.

4 Avataras of course essentially concern Vi..u. It seems beyond doubt that the personages

who are nowadays accepted as avataras of this god were already considered so by Kalidasa.
See for instance verse 1.15, where K...a is called “Vi..u in cowherd’s garb”, or verse 1.60,

where Vamana is described, in a periphrastic designation, as “Vi..u when ready to put down

Bali.”
5 V) means that the verse alludes to Vi..u or allied characters).

6 S) means that the verse alludes to Siva or allied characters).

7 As the cloud reaches northern India and the Himalayas, we notice a sudden cluster of

allusions to Vi..u and Siva.
8 The other gods or divine beings mentioned in the poem are: Kubera, the god of riches, and

the yak.a’s direct over-lord, who has no other role in the poem than that of punishing the

yak.a for some fault of his, and sending him into exile 1.1); he is not mentioned by name

but only called bhart. master) in 1.1; and dhana-pati- lord of riches) in 2.14 in the

compound dhana-pati-sakha which designates Siva); Indra, who is indirectly referred to by
an allusion to his bow, that is to say the rain-bow dhanu. kha..am akha..alasya, 1.15);

Agni, the bearer of oblations huta-vaha, 1.46), who appears in connection with Skanda’s

birth; Brahma, who is only mentioned once, very indirecty, in the compound Brahmavarta

1.51), the holy land where the field of the Kurus is situated; Indra’s elephant Airavata
1.65) whose face the cloud is requested to cover for a moment.

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325
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functions mostly as a closed entity, the two gods are in a sense kept apart by the

metre itself.

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

2. Vi..u

Let us first examine Vi..u’s role in the poem. The references to Vi..u are

graphically represented in Table 1.

Column 1 shows the verses in which Vi..u appears. A cursory glance reveals

that Vi..u and / or allied personages and manifestations) appears in a total of 10
verses out of approximately 120 verses contained in the Meghaduta): 7 in the

first song and 3 in the second song. The references are sprinkled over the first
song, and rather clustered in the second.

Column 2 shows that Vi..u is mentioned under various shapes and

manifestations: as Rama 1.1; 1.12; 2.41); as K...a 1.15); as Vi..u himself
1.49; 2.50); as Parasurama 1.60); as Vamana 1.60). Allied characters are

Rama’s wife Sita 1.1; 2.40); K...a’s brother Balarama 1.52; 1.62), and the

monkey Hanumat, Rama’s faithul ally in the Ramaya.a 2.40).

Column 3 lists the actual names under which these personages are mentioned,
which often differ from the most commonly used names I have chosen to give in
the second column: some are patronymics, others periphrastic designations, or
else, they refer to some characteristic of the personage.

Column 4 describes the occasions on which the god is mentioned: we see that

the allusions to Vi..u and allied figures basically serve three purposes in the

poem: geography, mythology and comparison. Mostly two or three of these at

the same time. The exact context is summarised in column 5.) We shall

presently examine more closely the contents of column 4.
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Verse Personage Given Name Occasion Remarks

1.1 Rama

Sita

rama-giri-
Rama’s mountain)

janaka-tanaya-

Janaka’s daughter)

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

geography

mythology
the yak.a sojourns on Mt
Ramagiri, the waters of
which are purified by
Sita’s baths

1.12 Rama raghu-pati-
Lord of the Raghus)

geography

mythology
Ramagiri bears the

imprint of Rama’s feet
1.15 K...a gopa-ve.asya vi..o.

of Vi..u in cowherd’s
garb)

comparison

mythology
cloud K...a

1.49 Vi..u sar.gi.a.
of the archer)

comparison cloud Vi..u

1.52 Balarama la.gali
possessing a plough)

geography

mythology
comparison

like Balarama before

him, the cloud should

drink the waters of
Sarasvati

1.60 Parasurama

Vamana

bh.gu-pati-
lord of Bh.gus)

baliniyamanabhyudyatasya

…

vi..o. of Vi..u ready

to overpower Bali)

geography

mythology
comparison

Parasurama pierced a

hole in Mt Krauñca;
cloud Vi..u’s foot

1.62 Balarama hala-bh.ta.
of the plough-bearer)

comparison

mythology
geography

white Kailasa

Balarama;

cloud his dark dress

2.40 Hanumat

Sita

pavana-tanayam

the son of the wind)
maithili
princess of Mithila)

comparison

mythology
cloud messenger

Hanumat;

yak.a’s wife Sita

2.41 Rama rama-giri-
Rama’s mountain)

geography

mythology?
comparison

the yak.a is on Mt
Ramagiri;
comparison between

yak.a and Rama

2.50 Vi..u sar.ga-pa.au
wielding the bow)

indication of
time
mythology

the separation will end

when Vi..u rises from
his sleep

Table 1: Vi..u in the Meghaduta
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By geography9, I mean that a particular spot on the route of the cloud bears

traces, or reminds the yak.a of, a past) exploit of Vi..u, mostly accomplished in
the form of one of his avataras. These spots are the following: Mt Ramagiri
Rama’s mountain), somewhere in central India, the place of the yak.a’s exile in

the Meghaduta, and also the place where Rama sojourned in a hermitage with
his wife Sita during their exile to the forest 1.1; 1.12; 2.41). This mountain
marks the beginning of the cloud’s journey. Further north, on the cloud’s route,
the Sarasvati, the pure waters of which the cloud should drink, like Balarama did
before him during his pilgrimage on the same river 1.52); close to the cloud’s
destination, Mt Krauñca, which Parasurama pierced with an arrow, and through
whose hole the ha.sas now conveniently travel to lake Manasa 1.60), and Mt
Kailasa, which is compared to Balarama 1.62).

As we can see, the category geography is closely allied to the category I
call mythology: mostly, references are made to some avatara of Vi..u Rama,

K...a, Parasurama, Vamana, all human avataras), thus to an event that

happened mostly in the distant past. Here we can look at verse 1.1 of the

Meghaduta, which exemplifies both categories geography and mythology):

kascit kantavirahaguru.a svadhikarapramatta.
sapenasta.gamitamahima var.abhogyena bhartu. /

yak.as cakre janakatanayasnanapu.yodake.u
snigdhacchayataru.u vasati. ramagiryasrame.u // 1.1 //
A certain Yak.a, who had grossly swerved from his duty and was therefore) deprived of his
greatness by his lord’s curse, to be suffered for a year and unbearable owing as it led) to his

separation from his beloved wife, took up his abode among the hermitages on Ramagiri
which had a thick growth of the Nameru or, shady) trees about them, and the waters

wherein were rendered holy by the ablutions of Janaka’s daughter Sita).10

Here, geography the reference to Mt Ramagiri) is linked with mythology: the

verse refers to Rama and Sita, who stayed on the same mountain during their

9 The importance of the Meghaduta for the geography of ancient India has long been

acknowledged. Thus LIENHARD, 1984: 118, note 184: “The information Kalidasa gives here,

like the data in other duta poems, is of considerable importance to historical geography. The

route given in the Meghaduta runs from Mount Ramagiri in the Vindhya range over the

country of Mala, Mount Amraku.a, the city of Vidisa modern Bhilsa) in the land of

Dasar.a, crosses the rivers Nirvindhya and Sindhu on to Ujjayini, the city of Dasapura, the

holy land between the rivers Sarasvati and D..advati, to which Kuruk.etra belongs, and

finishes up near Lake Manasa, on Mount Kailasa, on whose summit lies Alaka, the city of
the gods.”

10 I will quote the translations of KALE, 1969, throughout, with occasional slight modifications.

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325
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exile. This verse is of course programmatic for the whole poem, with its
evocation of Rama and Sita, the ideal, yet too often separated couple, and sets the

mood or rasa of vipralambha-s..gara love in separation), the dominant tonality
of the whole poem. We notice the significant use in the first line of the term
viraha: separation.11

By comparison,12 I mean that either the cloud, the yak.a, or his wife personages

contextually linked to the Meghaduta) are compared to Vi..u, or allied figures.
The comparison may arise due to some shared physical characteristics, or else,

due to the similar situation they find themselves in.
Comparisons involving the cloud are most frequent, and often play on its

dark colour: being a monsoon cloud, filled with rain, it is naturally black. As
such, comparisons with Vi..u-K...a come very readily, and mostly form part of
extended comparisons, such as, for instance, in verse 1.15. Here the cloud, dark

in hue and adorned with a rain-bow, is likened by means of an upama iva) to

“Vi..u in cowherd’s garb” K...a), adorned with a peacock feather:

11 This rasa is strengthened by the depiction of the stage of love called unmada confusion),

displayed by the yak.a when he talks to the cloud, an insentient being cf. verse 1.5). See

Mallinatha’s commentary ad verse 1.1: atra raso vipralambhakhya. s..gara. / tatrapy
unmadavastha /

Separation – this time between two male friends – remains the theme of the next verse

which mentions Rama 1.12):
ap.cchasva priyasakham amu. tu.gam ali.gya saila.
vandyai. pu.sa. raghupatipadair a.kita. mekhalasu /
kale kale bhavati bhavato yasya sa.yogam etya

snehavyaktis ciravirahaja. muñcato ba.pam u..am // 1.12 //
Having embraced this lofty mountain, your dear friend, take leave of him who is marked on

his slopes with the imprint of Rama’s feet worthy of being adored by men; – of him, whose

affection for you is evinced, as he, on coming in contact with meeting) you, every season

sheds hot tears due to long separation.

Since the cloud has to travel further north, it has to part from its friend the mountain. The

mountain seems to shed tears of sadness in the form of vapour ba.pa meaning both tears

and vapour). The two friends’ long separation cira-viraha) of course indirectly evokes the

long separation between Rama and Sita and that between the yak.a and his wife. We may

note that Rama and Sita were separated for approximately one year during Sita’s captivity
on La.ka. Likewise, the yak.a and his wife var.a-bhogyena, 1.1) and the cloud and the

mountain, have to stay apart for one year: the mountain will have to wait till the next

monsoon for the cloud to return.

12 My use of the term comparison is not restricted to upama only, it may also include metaphor

rupaka), fancy utprek.a), or even allusion dhvani).

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325
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ratnacchayavyatikara iva prek.yam etat purastad

valmikagrat prabhavati dhanu. kha..am akha..alasya /
yena syama. vapur atitara. kantim apatsyate te

barhe.eva sphuritarucina gopave.asya vi..o. // 1.15 //
Here appears to view in front, from the top of an ant-hill, a fragment of Indra’s bow,

attractive like an intermingling of the streaming rays of gems by which your dark body will
attain an exceedingly charming splendour, like that of Vi..u in his cowherd’s garb, by
peacock’s feathers with their glowing splendour.

In 1.49 a, the cloud is called “the robber of the bowman Vi..u)’s colour” sar.-
gi.o var.acaure), again an allusion to its dark colour, and in 1.60 d, it is said to

be “dark like the foot of Vi..u ready to overpower Bali” syama. pado
baliniyamanabhyudyatasyeva vi..o.). In this verse, the comparison is not only motivated

by the cloud’s colour, but also by its elongated shape tiryagayamasobhi:

“beautiful due to your length extended crosswise” 1.60 c). In 1.62, when it sits

very black on the white Mt Kailasa, the latter is compared to the equally white
Balarama who is wearing a black garment on his shoulder.

A comparison which is brought about by a similarity of situation occurs in
the second song of the Meghaduta 2.40–41), in a couple of famous verses.13 In
2.40, the cloud, as it finally delivers its message to the forlorn yak.a’s wife, is

aptly compared to Hanumat, the son of the wind note that the epithet pavanatanaya

is cleverly chosen to fit both Hanumat and the cloud) conveying Rama’s
greetings to the afflicted Sita when she is Rava.a’s captive. 14 This verse is

skillfully brought about by the preceding description of the desperate

predicament of the yak.a’s wife, quite comparable indeed to that of Sita in
La.ka.15 Verse 2.41 mentions the sorrowing yak.a who is exiled in Ramagiri,
and thus of course evokes rather straightforwardly the comparison between him
and Rama especially in the phrasing “tava sahacaro rama […]” in 2.41 b):

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

ityakhyate pavanatanaya. maithilivonmukhi sa

tvam utka..hocchvasitah.daya vik.ya sa.bhavya caiva /

13 Famous, because they probably gave rise to the controversial) idea that Kalidasa was in¬

spired to write the Meghaduta from the Ramaya.a scene where Hanumat delivers Rama’s

message to Sita. This is mentioned in Mallinatha’s commentary ad Meghaduta 1.1: sita.
prati ramasya hanumatsa.desa. manasi nidhaya meghasa.desa. kavi. k.tavan ity ahu./.

14 With an inversion in the direction taken by the two messengers: Rama resides near Ki.kin¬
dha and Hanumat “flies” south to La.ka to find Sita, whereas the yak.a resides on Mt
Ramagiri and the cloud flies north to Alaka.

15 Rava.a is moreover referred to earlier, in 2.13, for attacking the city of Alaka, thus render¬

ing the threat more proximate.
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sro.yaty asmat paramavahita saumya simantinina.
kantodanta. suh.dupanata. sa.gamat ki.cid una. // 2.40 //

tam ayu.man mama ca vacanad atmanas copakartu.
bruya eva. tava sahacaro ramagiryasramastha. /
avyapanna. kusalam abale p.cchati tva. viyukta.
purvabha.ya. sulabhavipada. pra.inam etad eva // 2.41 //

This being said, she, with her heart swelling with eagerness, and her face lifted up, will look
at you and honour you, as Maithili Sita) did the son of Wind Hanumat) and then, being

attentive, will hear from you what is to be said next: For, O gentle one, to women, tidings
about their husbands, obtained from friends, are little short of actual union.

O you of long life, at my request and also to bless yourself, say this to her – “Your consort,

residing in a hermitage on Ramagiri, who is safe alive), asks you, O weak one, being

separated from you, about your welfare”: for) in the case of creatures who fall easy victims
to perils, this alone is the first thing to be inquired after.

Of course, here the cloud finally gets to deliver its message at least in the

yak.a’s imagination), thus bringing about a union of sorts between the separated

lovers as 2.40 d remarks). But the situation is still one of separation, and again

this is underscored by the chosen vocabulary: the yak.a is viyukta separated)

and avyapanna (“not dead”, but also implying “barely alive”). With these two
verses, we have come full circle in the cloud’s imaginary travel: from Ramagiri
to Alaka, and now back to Ramagiri.

To sum up, the following are the salient points that emerge from the allusions to

Vi..u and allied personages in the Meghaduta:

– Vi..u never appears in person, as a contextual character in the poem. He is

mentioned either in comparisons, or because his avataras or the latters’
companions) left traces on the landscape: purified waters and foot-prints on

Mt Ramagiri 1.1 and 1.12) and a hole in Mt Krauñca 1.60). In these cases,

the mythical deeds of the god serve as geographical markers.

– Vi..u is mostly mentioned in relation to the past. This is a consequence of
the previous point, since his mythical deeds took place in the distant past.

On the rare occasions where a conjugated verb is used for the Meghaduta
mostly makes use of nominal compounds), it is the past perfect tense,

which serves to indicate a very distant past e.g. in 1.52: si.eve [he drank,

or resorted to]). Vi..u is only once mentioned in relation to the future, in

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325
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verse 2.50, which serves as an indication of time: in his message, the yak.a
lets his beloved know that their separation will end in four months’ time, at

the end of the monsoon, when Vi..u rises from his sleep on the serpent

Se.a.16 We see that Kalidasa actually has a good excuse for not making

Vi..u intervene in person in his poem: in the monsoon, Vi..u is asleep!17

– The rasas evoked in connection with Vi..u are: the heroic feeling vira¬

rasa), in verse 1.60, which mentions Parasurama and Vamana’s exploits.
Otherwise, the verses referring to Rama and Sita 1.1; 1.12; 2.40–41)

clearly suggest the feeling of love in separation vipralambha-s..gara¬
rasa).

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

3. Siva

Let us now similarly look at the verses that mention Siva and his family. See

Table 2).

Looking at column 1, the first thing we notice is that the references to Siva and

his family are slightly more numerous than those to Vi..u 14 in the case of
Siva, 10 in the case of Vi..u), and much more numerous in the first than in the

second song.18

Verse Personage Given Name Occasion Remarks

1.7 Siva -hara-
the remover)

geography Siva resides in the outer
garden of Alaka

1.36 Siva bhartu. of the master)

tribhuvana-guror
comparison

geography

cloud Siva’s neck

16 Note that in this connection, no mention is made of Lak.mi, Vi..u’s spouse, whereas

iconographically, the image of the goddess massaging her sleeping husband’s feet, or else

attending on him, is quite well-known, also to Kalidasa himself cf. Raghuva.sa 10.8; ref.

to Scharpé 1964). See UPADHYAYA, 1947: 317.
17 This, by the way, makes Vi..u quite literally a “fair-weather friend”, who sleeps oblivious

of the yak.a’s distress.

18 This is perhaps due to the fact that in the second song the cloud has reached its destination,

Alaka, and that therefore the geographical “pretexts” for mentioning the god on the way are

lacking.
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Parvati

of the lord of the three

worlds)
ca..isvarasya
of Ca..i’s husband)

ca..i- the fierce one)

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

the cloud should visit
Siva’s residence in
Ujjayini

1.37 Siva sulina.
of the trident bearer)

geography

comparison

worship

visit of Siva’s Mahakala
temple in Ujjayini;
thunder sound of
drum;
by thundering, the cloud

is asked to participate in
the evening worship

1.39 Siva

Parvati

pasu-pater

of the lord of beasts)

bhavanya

by Bhavani, the wife
of Bhava)

comparison

worship
mythology

the red evening cloud

should take the place of
Siva’s bloody elephant

hide, thereby allaying
the goddess’ fear

1.46 Skanda

Siva

skandam

nava-sasi-bh.ta
by the bearer of the

new moon)

geography

worship
mythology

the cloud should visit
Devagiri, Skanda’s

residence;

it should bathe Skanda

with flowers;
allusion to Skanda’s

birth

1.47 Skanda

Siva

Parvati

Peacock

pavakes of the son of
the fire)
hara- the remover)

bhavani the wife of
Bhava)

mayuram

worship by thundering, the cloud

should make Skanda’s

peacock dance

1.53 Siva

Parvati

Ga.ga

sa.bho.
of the benevolent one)

gauri- the white one)

jahno. kanyam

the daughter of Jahnu)

geography

mythology
the cloud will reach the

Ganges near Mt
Kanakhala;

allusion to Ga.ga’s
descent from heaven

1.55 Nandin

Siva

tri-nayana-v..a-
the bull of the threeeyed

one)

tri-nayana-

the three-eyed one)

geography

comparison

sitting on white
Himalaya, the cloud will
look like a mass of mud

dug up by Nandin

1.58 Siva ardhendu-maule.
of the one whose

diadem is the
halfmoon)

geography

worship
the cloud should worship
Siva’s footprint
impressed on a stoneslab
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1.59 Siva pasu-pates

of the lord of beasts)

comparison

worship
thunder sound of drum

for Siva’s worship
1.61 Siva try-ambakasya

of the three-eyed one)

geography

comparison

mythology

Kailasa’s white peaks

look like Siva’s laugh

when Rava.a tried to
shake the mountain

1.63 Siva

Parvati

sa.bhuna
by the benevolent

one)

gauri
the white one)

geography

comparison

worship

when Gauri, with Siva,

takes a walk on Kailasa,

the cloud should become

a flight of stairs to help
her climb the mountain

2.14 Siva dhana-pati-sakha.
[…] sak.ad vasantam

the friend of the lord
of riches, living there

in person)

geography

mythology
description of Alaka,
where Kama fears to
come in person;

allusion to the enmity

between Love and Siva

2.53 Nandin
Siva

tri-nayana-v..a-
the three-eyed god’s

bull)

geography

mythology
the mountain is dug up

by Siva’s bull

Table 2: Siva in the Meghaduta

If we look at columns 2 and 3, we see that in all these occurrences, Siva himself
is mentioned, under various names, epithets, periphrases. Quite a few times, his
name is mentioned even when he himself is not directly meant: for instance, in
2.53, trinayana-V..a- the three-eyed one’s bull) designates Nandin. His wife,
Parvati, is mentioned five times 1.36; 1.39; 1.47; 1.53; 1.63), under various
denominations, always in the company of her husband, sometimes with her son

Skanda. Skanda himself is mentioned twice, in the company of one or both
parents, and with his peacock 1.46; 1.47).19 Finally, Nandin, Siva’s white bull,20

is cited twice 1.55; 2.53) and Parvati’s sister, the Ga.ga, here imagined to be a

rival for the jealous Parvati, is mentioned once 1.53). The one member of Siva’s
family who is conspicuously missing is Ga.esa, who is never mentioned at all.21

19 The peacock is of course the monsoon-bird par excellence. It is said to dance in this season,

displaying its magnificent plumage. See FELLER, 1995: 159–160.

20 Unlike in the Kumarasa.bhava cf. 3.41, ref. to SCHARPÉ, 1958), Nandin is not represented

in human shape, but always as a real bull in the Meghaduta: this is because he is in both

instances mentioned in connection with the bullish) activity of digging up mountain-slopes

with his horns.

21 Even though images of Ga.esa are found from the 4th or 5th centuries C.E. cf. NARAIN,

1991: 19), i.e. roughly Kalidasa’s time, stories about Ga.esa, especially those concerning
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Column 4 lists the occasions on which Siva is mentioned. We see that the same

three categories are found again: geography, mythology and comparison, but
with the addition of one more, extremely important, category, which I call
worship. We shall presently review these categories in the above order.

The category geography contains descriptions of places where Siva’s mythical
exploits took place as already seen in the case of Vi..u) and also – and this is

new – descriptions of temples or sacred places of worship dedicated to the god

and his family, or places where they are said to reside: thus, the heavenly city
Alaka, whose gardens are inhabited by Siva, is first mentioned as the cloud’s
ultimate destination 1.7); then, Siva’s Mahakala temple in Ujjayini 1.36–
1.39);22 Devagiri, Skanda’s sacred mountain 1.45–1.47); Mt Kanakhala,23 where

the Ganges comes down to the plains 1.53); a stone-slab on which Siva’s foot is

impressed, and which the Siddhas worship 1.58); Mt Kailasa, one of the god’s
favourite residences 1.61–1.63), and finally, again Alaka 2.14). With this last

mention of Alaka as the god’s residence, we come full circle, back to verse 1.7.

The category I call mythology contains allusions to the following myths concerning

Siva and his family: the slaying of Gajasura 1.39); Skanda’s complicated
birth through Agni, to help the gods slay the Asuras 1.46); the descent of the

Ga.ga 1.53); Rava.a’s fruitless attempt to shake Kailasa and topple Siva from
the mountain 1.61); and finally, the enmity between Kamadeva and the god

Siva 2.14). Some of these mythological allusions are motivated by the description

of the places visited by the cloud.

As in the case of Vi..u, the comparisons mostly involve the cloud. In 1.37 and

1.59, its thunder is likened to the sound of the drum used at Siva’s worship.

________________________________

his “familial role”, gain prominence in Pura.ic literature only between 600 and 1300 C.E.,

long after the poet’s time. See BROWN, 1991: 183.

22 Mahakala lit. Great Time or Death) is one of the 12 so-called Jyotirli.gas, holy places

dedicated to Siva. For the complete list, see KALE, 1969: 66.) In verse 1.36, Kalidasa

designates it as pu.yam […] tribhuvanaguror dhama ca..isvarasya: “the holy abode of the
Lord of the three worlds, the husband of Ca..i”. It is hard to determine what kind of

structure it actually was in Kalidasa’s time, for it is not further described, except for the fact

that it had a garden udyana) verse 1.36). For the sake of convenience, we shall call it a

temple, but it may not have been the huge structure it is today.

23 “Kanakhala is the name of a Tirtha or holy place still retained) near Haridwar where the

Ganges descends into the low ground of Hindustan.” KALE, 1969: 91).
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Frequently, the comparisons arise due to its dark colour: in 1.36, it is likened to

Siva’s blue neck, and hence watched affectionately by Siva’s ga.as cf.
comparisons with K...a’s colour in 1.15 and 1.49). In 1.55, the black cloud sitting
on white Himalaya looks like mud dug up by Nandin cf. 1.62, where the black
cloud on the white mountain is likened to the – white – Balarama’s dark dress).

Once, due to its exceptionally reddish hue in the evening light, the cloud takes

the place of the elephant-demon Gajasura’s bloody hide, which Siva uses for his

dance. Let us quote this verse, which also involves the categories mythology and

worship, and even – though somewhat indirectly – geography, since the scene is

in Ujjayini’s Mahakala temple, during the evening-worship:

pascad uccair bhujataruvana. ma..alenabhilina.
sa.dhya. teja. pratinavajapapu.parakta. dadhana. /
n.ttarambhe hara pasupater ardranagajineccha.
santodvegastimitanayana. d...abhaktir bhavanya // 1.39 //
Thereafter, at the commencement of Siva’s dance, resting in a round form on the lofty
forests of his arms, possessing the twilight lustre as red as the fresh-blown japa flower, do

you remove the desire for the wet elephant’s hide of the Lord of creatures,24 your devotion

being marked by Bhavani with her eyes steady owing to her inward agitation being calmed

down.

As we have noted above, the category worship is restricted to Siva and his

family, it is missing in the allusions to Vi..u.25 The very existence of this

category is certainly due to the fact that most geographical spots mentioned in
connection with Siva are precisely places of worship – temples or holy grounds.

While listing these occurrences, one thing became very clear: the main aim of
the cloud’s journey is of course to take a message to the yak.a’s wife. But the

secondary, though equally important aim, is to perform a yatra, a pilgrimage
along all the sacred sites of Siva, ultimately leading to Mt Kailasa – to this day

still an important place of pilgrimage – and the city of Alaka, and worship the

24 In this verse there is actually a triple comparison: the cloud is likened to the twilight lustre,

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

to the new japa-flower, and to the elephant-hide.

25 There is only one instance where worship is mentioned in connection with a Vai..ava place.

In verse 1.12 b, Mt Ramagiri is said to be “marked on its slopes with the imprint of Rama’s

feet worthy of being adored by men” vandyai. pu.sa. raghupatipadair a.kita. mekhalasu).

In his commentary, Mallinatha equates pu.sam with nara- men). “Men” would seem

to exclude yak.as as well as clouds, perhaps implying that Rama is good enough for humans

to worship, but not for supernatural beings, who adore Siva? Cf. also verse 1.58 where

Siva’s foot-print is said to be worshipped by the Siddhas.)
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god and his family on the way. This pilgrimage is to be performed at the yak.a’s
request and on his behalf, since he himself is unable or forbidden) to move
away from Mt Ramagiri – ironically enough, a Vai..ava place!

What kinds of acts of worship are requested from the cloud? Quite a wide
range of them, which are especially suited to its cloud-nature: in 1.37, 1.47, and

1.59, it is asked to thunder, and thus act as a drum at Siva’s evening worship, or
to make Skanda’s peacock dance. In verse 1.58, bent in devotion, it should
circumambulate bhaktinamra. pariya.) Siva’s footprint on a stone-slab. In 1.39

quoted above), it should act as the bloody elephant hide which Siva uses for his
dance, thus allaying Parvati’s fear of the gory sight. In 1.46 a–b, which describes

Mt Devagiri, Skanda’s sacred mountain, the yak.a requires something like
magic from the cloud: first it should turn itself into a cloud of flowers,26 and then
bathe Skanda by means of “a shower of flowers wet with the waters of the

heavenly Ganges”:

tatra skanda. niyatavasati. pu.pameghik.tatma

pu.pasarai. snapayatu bhavan vyomaga.gajalardrai. /

rak.ahetor navasasibh.ta vasavina. camunam

atyaditya. hutavahamukhe sa.bh.ta. tad dhi teja. // 1.46 //
Your form changed into a cloud of flowers, you should bathe Skanda, who has taken

permanent abode there, with showers of flowers, wet with the water of the heavenly Ganges.

For he is none other than) his own energy, surpassing the sun in brightness, that was placed

by the bearer of the young moon Siva) in the mouth of Agni for the protection of the armies

of Indra.

Finally, in 1.63, the yak.a requests another extraordinary deed from the cloud: it
should turn into a solid and circular flight of steps to help Gauri ascend Kailasa:

hitva tasmin bhujagavalaya. sa.bhuna dattahasta

kri.asaile yadi ca vicaret padacare.a gauri /

bha.gibhaktya viracitavapu. stambhitantarjalaugha.
sopanatva. kuru ma.ita.aroha.ayagrayayi // 1.63 //
And if Gauri, a helping hand being given to her by Sa.bhu leaving off his serpent-bracelets,

should walk about on foot on that pleasure mountain, preceding her, form yourself with the

internal mass of water hardened into a line of ascending curves and become a flight of steps

for her to ascend its jewelled slope.

26 Here, in his commentary, Mallinatha refers back to verse 1.6, where the yak.a declares the

cloud to be kama-rupa able to assume any form at will).
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This verse is a picture of conjugal bliss: Siva helps Parvati climb the mountain,
he gives her his hand, from which he has moreover removed the snake-bracelet,
so as not to frighten her. The quiet atmosphere is here underscored by the name

used for Siva: Sa.bhu, the benevolent, pacific one. Unlike Sita from Rama, or
the yak.i from the yak.a, Parvati is never separated from her husband, she is

always mentioned in connection with him in the verses of the Meghaduta.
Indeed, the two form a remarkably happy and devoted couple, showing affection
to each other and living in perfect harmony, 27 thus giving rise to the feeling of
love in union sa.bhoga-s..gara).28

Of course, due to its nature, the cloud can or is at least asked to) perform
certain extraordinary deeds of worship which are inaccessible to the common
mortals like turning into a cloud of flowers or a flight of steps). On the other

hand, playing the drum, bathing, bowing, showering with flowers,
circumambulating, are ordinary acts of worship, and we see that the cloud is

actually performing a complete puja of Siva and his family on the way to its
destination. Indeed, the poet frequently mentions the cloud’s devotion, its
bhakti.29 Bhakti is often stated to be an essentially Vai..ava phenomenon, but in
the Meghaduta its use is restricted to Siva and his family only.

27 Except perhaps in one verse 1.53) where Parvati is said to be jealous of the Ga.ga.
28 This affection and harmony is also extended to the couple’s offspring. This is seen for in¬

stance in verse 1.47, which seems the poetic equivalent of certain miniature paintings
depicting the peaceful “holy family” Siva, Parvati, their son[ s] and animals) on the dramatic

backdrop of the mountains swathed in dark monsoon-clouds:

jyotirlekhavalayi galita. yasya barha. bhavani

putraprem.a kuvalayadalaprapi kar.e karoti /

dhautapa.ga. harasasiruca pavakes ta. mayura.
pascad adrigraha.agurubhir garjitair nartayetha. // 1.47 //
Thereafter, with your thunderings prolonged by their being echoed by the mountain, do you

make that Skanda’s peacock dance, the outer corners of whose eyes are brightened by the

lustre of Siva’s moon, and whose moulted feather, bearing circles of streaks of lustre,

Bhavani, out of affection for her son, places on her ear, usually the seat of a blue lotus-petal.
Out of affection premna) for her son, Parvati decorates her ear with his peacock’s

feather instead of her usual blue lotus. Note that the feather was not forcibly plucked, but

had been moulted, i.e., had fallen by itself galita), which denotes an absence of violence
extended to all beings. Here Siva’s peaceful) presence is only very subtly alluded to by the

fact that “the outer corners of the peacock’s eyes are brightened by the lustre of Siva’s

moon.”
29 See verse 1.39: “your devotion being observed by Bhavani” d...abhaktir bhavanya);

1.58: bent in devotion bhakti-namra.); also, indirectly, 1.63, where bhakti means “distribution”,
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but the meaning “devotion” is certainly also evoked.
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We can now sum up our findings concerning the god Siva in the Meghaduta:

– Siva appears in person in the Meghaduta, as a contextual character. The
cloud will personally meet him and his family, and interact with them. Thus
Siva is very much a sak.ad-devata cf. 2.14: devam […] sak.ad vasantam).

Moreover, the fact that Siva seems to be residing simultaneously in so

many different places in Ujjayini 1.36–39), on Devagiri 1.45–47), on
Kailasa 1.63), in Alaka 1.7 & 2.14)) lends him the quality of ubiquity.

– As a consequence of the above, Siva is mainly connected to the Megha¬

duta’s contextual present. Of course, as in the case of Vi..u, the Meghaduta

mentions some of Siva’s past mythical exploits,30 but mostly he and

his family are described as presently living in the places that the cloud will
visit.

– The rasa most often evoked in connection with Siva, whenever he is with
Parvati, is the sentiment of love in union sa.bhoga-s..gara) 1.39;
1.63).31

4. Conclusions

Let us now briefly sum up our findings concerning the respective roles of Vi..u
and Siva in the Meghaduta. Even though the two gods are mentioned nearly an

equal number of times, their role and importance are very different in Kalidasa’s
poem:

30 It is interesting to note that very often Siva’s past exploits are still relevant for the present

context of the Meghaduta: they exert an influence on the present, or their effect extends up

to the present. Thus, the slaying of Gajasura took place in the past, but Siva still makes use

of his flayed and bloody skin during his dance 1.39); he sired Skanda long ago, but Skanda

is still very much alive and present 1.46); Rava.a’s attack on Kailasa took place in the past,

but Siva’s laugh on that occasion still subsists, as it were accumulated as the white mass of

mount Kailasa 1.61); the God of Love still does not dare to enter Alaka, due to Siva’s past

attack on him 2.14).
31 Except perhaps in 1.53 as mentioned above), and in 2.14, which depicts Siva as the enemy

of Manmatha, the god of love, alluding to the incidents that happen at the beginning of the

Kumarasa.bhava.
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– stylistically speaking, Vi..u especially as his avatara Rama) is linked to

love in separation, thus reflecting the yak.a’s present unhappy predicament,
whereas Siva and Parvati are linked to love in union. As a happy,
everunited couple, they represent what the yak.a aspires to.

– Vi..u is mentioned in connection with the past, especially in his mytho¬

logical role as an avatara; Siva is mostly mentioned in connection with the

AS/EA LXVI•2•2012, S. 307–325

present.

– Vi..u never appears in person, but only in the context of comparisons, or
because some traces of his presence are left on the landscape, whereas Siva
and his family are shown as presently living in certain holy places and will
be met in person by the cloud, if it takes the prescribed route.

– Vi..u is absent or at least asleep) and physically and temporally distant,
whereas Siva is ubiquitous and physically and temporally near.

– Siva and his family are connected with temples notably the Mahakala
temple in Ujjayini) or holy groves, like Mt Devagiri, in short, with places

of worship. This is not so for Vi..u. 32 Even though temple-construction
was only at its initial stages in early Gupta times, it seems likely that some

temples dedicated to Vi..u already existed. Therefore, it appears deliberate
on the part of the poet not to have mentioned any on the cloud’s route.33

32 It is not clear whether Mt Ramagiri diversely identified, see KALE, 1969: 5), was supposed

to be an active place for the worship of Rama – at least in Kalidasa’s imagination. The fact

that he exiles there a supernatural being like the yak.a rather seems to point to a deserted

spot.

33 For caves and temples dedicated to Vi..u in Gupta times, see DESAI, 1973: 9, 17, 100. We

may mention, especially, the famous Vi..u temple in Deogarh, dating from the second

quarter of the 5th century C.E. hence presumably contemporary with Kalidasa’s time). This
temple has a sculpture representing Vi..u asleep on the serpent Ananta see AGRAWALA,

1981: plate 68), a scene which Kalidasa alludes to in verse 2.50 of his poem, as we have

seen. Deogarh is a little north of the city of Vidisa, which is mentioned in Meghaduta 1.25.

If the cloud had pursued its route towards the north from Vidisa instead of making the

rather unnatural) detour west to Ujjayini, as the yak.a recommends in verse 1.28, it would
have reached Deogarh. Hence we may surmise that the cloud’s round-about way over Ujjayini

is not merely prompted by Kalidasa’s fondness for presumably) his home-town, but

maybe also by his desire to have the cloud worship at Siva’s Mahakala shrine, rather than
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– in all the holy places dedicated to Siva and his family, the cloud should
worship the god with devotion bhakti) and perform a puja, something the

yak.a never requests him to do for Vi..u. This last point is perhaps the

clinching one when it comes to evaluating Kalidasa’s religious affinities,
and seems beyond doubt to confirm the poet’s partiality for the god Siva.
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